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America Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA)
and the Korea-U.S. Free Trade Agreement
(KORUS), the United States has closed
roughly 60,000 manufacturing facilities here
at home. To put things into perspective, this
represents 3 times the number of people that
live here in Brook Park, OH. If you would go
around Brook Park today, every man you
would see would be equal to 3 manufacturing
facilities closed, for every woman you would
see would be equal to 3 manufacturing facilities closed and for every child you would see
would be equal to 3 manufacturing facilities
closed. The 60,000 closed facilities equates to
around 5 million lost manufacturing jobs.
This number represents the entire population of the states of Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, North Dakota and South Dakota combined. It’s not just about manufacturing
jobs, the U.S. has also experienced job loss in
the sectors of computer programming, call
centers, engineering and service sector jobs
as well and many other employment sectors.
In Ohio alone, since NAFTA, we have lost
over 300,000 manufacturing jobs which is
more than every man woman and child that
lives in the city of Cincinnati.
Along with the jobs that are lost directly
in manufacturing, there are effects to the
local community. First, because manufacturing jobs typically pay more than other
jobs in the area, when they are lost there is
a natural downward pressure that is put on
wages and benefits to remaining jobs in the
immediate area. Secondly, the combination
of the lost manufacturing jobs and the downward pressure on the remaining jobs means
less money for the community tax base,
which affects the schools, police and fire departments, roads and bridges and other public services. This means the public sector
workers are left struggling to maintain a decent standard of living for their families.
Donald Trump has been right to highlight
NAFTA and the impact it has had on our
trade deficit. Yet his administration has
failed to propose the bold changes needed to
properly replace NAFTA, reduce our trade
deficit, and create more manufacturing jobs
that would raise wages for workers at home
and abroad, as was promised.
There are conditions needed in future trade
agreements that the Trump Administration
has not committed to, to make trade fair
and a level playing field. First, we a strong
and enforceable labor and environmental
standard that will not only lift wages and
protect jobs here at home, but will lift working conditions abroad. So far the Trump Administration only seeks to use the weak and
unenforceable standards from previous
agreements. Second, we ned to end investor
state protections that make it easier for
multi-national corporations to shift jobs
overseas and end investor state dispute settlements that allow corporations to sue the
United States taxpayers because of a law
that may protect its citizens yet may increase corporate production costs. Third, we
need stronger rules of origin laws and close
the back door that allows parts made in
China and Vietnam and assembled in the
United States and labeled made in the USA
in order to get tariff relief protection. Tariff
deduction should not be granted unless the
majority of the product is made here at
home. Lastly, we need to end the NAFTA
ban on ‘‘Buy America’’ so tax dollars can be
used as much as possible to create jobs that
local communities desperately need. The
White House plan to renegotiate NAFTA is
vague on these four points. If the NAFTA renegotiations process is going to benefit
American workers we have to hold the White
House more accountable for these promised
changes and more.
Finally, the NAFTA renegotiations cannot
be done behind closed doors with corporate
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advisors dictating the terms of the Agreement. This creates too many conflicts of interests. They must be transparent and exposed to public scrutiny. The United Steelworkers stand ready to lend their voice and
resources to ensure these points are part of
any NAFTA renegotiations. Thank You Congressman KAPTUR for your work and your
consideration.
NAFTA HEARING, MARK PAYNE
I am here to talk about manufacturing in
Cleveland and the effect NAFTA has had on
our Site. At one time our Site had over 14,000
workers. Our Aluminum Plant phased out
2005 and the equipment was loaded up and
sent to Cifunza, Mexico.
Our Casting Plant phased out in 2010 and
its work was sent to Mexico and Tupy,
Brazil. Engine Plant 2 Phased out in 2012 and
is now sitting idle. This Plant won the
Shingo Award for best quality!
What is the common denominator here?
Bad Trade Agreements!!!!
We battled against the EPA Restrictions in
the Casting Plant. We fought against low
wages from other countries.
How do you compete against poverty
wages? Against lax EPA standards from
other countries? Against a lack of investment in America?
Across from our Union Hall once stood our
Casting Plant, it is now just an open field
. . . Was it dirty work, yes, but it was our
work!!!
Our workers know the effects of a bad
Trade Agreement!
But, we did not have a Level Playing field!
Trade Agreements seeks to drive down our
wages in a race to the bottom. The current
Mexican auto worker wage has even fallen
under NAFTA, from $3.95 an hour to $2.93 an
hour.
With fair competition we have proven that
we will excel in the global marketplace. But
we must have a living wage for a fair day of
work. We must invest in America.
The problem is our Trade agreements ‘‘perception’’ of progress, without making any.
The problem is our trade agreements reward
Companies that take work out of America.
Are the Trade agreements unlocking the
opportunities for America or are we just widening the lane for our jobs to leave America?
Trades Agreements has cost Ohio over
323,000 manufacturing jobs. Under NAFTA
the trade imbalance in the auto sector has
grown from $3.5 billon in 1993 to $45.1 billion
in 2016.
Ford will say that they were only following their ‘‘Way Forward’’ Strategy. For
Cleveland NAFTA has been a job killing
strategy.
No one can tell me that low wages mixed
with lax EPA standards was not a part of
Ford’s ‘‘Way Forward’’ decision to relocate
our work.
Nothing stings worse than having your
jobs moved to another country produce the
product you used to make, and have that
same product brought back into this Country for us to buy.
In Cleveland, we are slowly coming back,
we produce the 3.5 and 3.7 V–6 Ecoboost engines and we were able to accomplish a ‘‘reverse NAFTA’, bring work from Spain to
Cleveland when we launched a new 4 cyl engine. We are also slated to produce the engine from the New Ranger/Bronco vehicles
coming out in 2019.
Work coming back to Cleveland is like
Lebron James coming back to the Cavs.
They should have never left! Ohio is a great
place for work to come to . . . no social unrest, just hard working men and women from
a blue collar town, building quality engines.
In closing, I want to thank Congresswoman
Marcy Kaptur for fighting the good fight and
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for supporting good paying jobs in America
once again. Congresswoman, Spread our message! The UAW has your back!

Ms. KAPTUR. Mr. Speaker, they directly know the negative impacts of
NAFTA. Amy stressed the changing
nature of manufacturing in Ohio, making up one of eight jobs. Donnie discussed how Ohio has lost over 300,000
manufacturing jobs as well as the imperative for a new NAFTA transparent
agreement. Mark Payne spoke about
the need for a continental living wage
and investment in American job
growth. All three emphasized a deal
that works for jobs here in America,
America’s workers, and Buy American
provisions.
Mr. Speaker, I urge my colleagues
and the administration to take heed of
their testimony. We need to create jobs
here in America and across this continent that are living wage jobs.
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SALUTING THE LIFE AND SERVICE
OF FORMER MARINE AND ONEIDA COUNTY DEPUTY SHERIFF
KURT B. WYMAN
(Ms. TENNEY asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend her remarks.)
Ms. TENNEY. Mr. Speaker, I rise
today to salute Deputy Kurt B.
Wyman, a Marine Corps veteran and
Oneida County sheriff’s deputy who
was killed in the line of duty in 2011 at
only 24 years old.
Deputy Wyman served with distinction in Iraq, earning the Iraqi Campaign Medal, Sea Service Deployment
Ribbon, Armed Forces Reserve Medal,
and the Navy and Marine Corps
Achievement Medal. During his service
in the Oneida County Sheriff’s Office,
he was named Rookie of the Year and
earned the Grand Cordon Medal twice.
Following his tragic death, the Deputy Kurt B. Wyman Foundation was
created to celebrate and honor his distinguished life of service to our community and our Nation. Through the
foundation’s efforts, the Deputy Kurt
B.
Wyman
Memorial
Park
in
Whitestown was constructed as a resource for local families.
Each year, an annual fall festival and
a motorcycle ride are held at the park
to honor and remember Deputy
Wyman’s legacy. I am honored to be
joined by so many others who are
grateful citizens by riding my own Harley-Davidson in this beautiful tribute
to Deputy Wyman each year.
Please join me and our entire community today in celebrating the life of
Deputy Kurt B. Wyman, who paid the
ultimate sacrifice in service to our
community and this great Nation.
f

PUERTO RICO IS FACING A
HUMANITARIAN CRISIS
(Mr. ESPAILLAT asked and was
given permission to address the House
for 1 minute and to revise and extend
his remarks.)
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